
Jukka OH6LI @ OH0V:

SAC 2021 SSB – Runner Up Analysis

SAC 2021 SSB was just another contest. This time the contest results were 
different as a so-called small station got silver while the winner was a big 
station.

The runner-up was SE5E, Ingo. Ingo operated at his single tower station in a
rural area, North from Stockholm.

Equipment comparison tells SE5E has one tower, 20 m tall. Antennas are 
one tri-bander and a shorty 40 m plus a 80 m GP while OH0V has several 
rotating towers and a variety of antennas on all five SAC bands. 

SE5E (SM5AJV)
10/15/20: C3@19m

40: EF240 @21m
80: GP + dipole

Antenna cables RG213 
2 x K3

2x Alpha87

SE5E station in Morgongåva, 100km North of Stockholm.



A panoramic picture of SE5E station. One mouse and one display. One computer following 
propagation. Two of everything else – keyboards, radios, filters, amplifiers and so on.

The question:
How a station this kind could do so well in SAC? Ingo, SE5E, won silver. 

That is a question beyond the hardware gathered at Ingo’s station. There 
must be something that does not meet the eye. In this article I try to find 
some secrets from Ingo’s log, if there would be anything revealing his secret 
key performance indicators

Contest begins
The first 20 QSOs of SE5E and OH0V:

Ingo is on both - 20 and 15 m - at the same time while OH0V runs on 20. 
From one point of view, the result is SE5E wins the first 20 QSOs as he 
gathers more multipliers, being on two bands. SE5E sure gets valuable 15 m 
DX QSOs. 



In this analysis we bypass clear hardware related issues, like OH0V gets the 
20 QSOs in less time than SE5E because of OH0V is a considerably bigger 
station, QSO rate by sheer effective radiated power is more a matter of 
hardware. 

Analysis focuses on what did he do and when. Breaks, band changes and 
other possible events creating the score good for 2nd place. Is there 
anything special SE5E did to achieve the better score?

The first incident shows the fact SE5E concentrates his operation. A perfect 
example is time slot 1340-1349 when SE5E runs on 20 and 15 and OH0V is 
trying QSOs on 10 – with no real success.

SE5E wins this ten minute period over OH0V as OH0V distracts to ten meters
without a real success. ES3TI was very kind to move to ten, but OH0V did 
not get any other ten meter QSOs whereas SE5E showed a solid score 
building performance on 15 + 20 run combo.



The first break
SE5E has his first break at 1510-1515 UTC without losing his run frequency:

OH0V pauses his operating 1523–1528 UTC. Short, nearly simutaneous 
breaks for both stations. 

In addition, OH0V tries 40m but it is too early and OH0V returns to 20+15. 

40m

SE5E goes to 40m successfully at 1545, followed by OH0V at 1551

Going to 40m, SE5E has practically the same schedule i.e. there is no 
difference in band change timing.

Note a detail, SE5E is on 7157 and OH0V is on 7156. One kilohertz 
separation and both are running successfully. Both stations must have clean 
signals

OH0V takes a break at 1639-1646 while SE5E keeps on running on 20 + 40. 
SE5E is really doing his best to create a good score.

OH0V takes another break 1709–1722 to have a meal. SE5E continues 
running 20 + 40 m.



Going to 80m
SE5E takes the initiative and goes to 80 at 1731. OH0V follows 1741. Again, 
the band change scheduling match very well for these two stations.

- SE5E takes a break at 1752 – 1758.
- SE5E takes another break at 1807 – 1811.
- OH0V takes a break 2040 – 2055 for a microwave oven meal.
- SE5E takes his first longer break at 2107 – 2120 UTC. The 
amount of breaks starts to even out.
- A nearly simultaneous break happens 2145 – 2154. 
- Synchronization seems to be next to magic.

Night time hours
After 2200 UTC the QSO rates drop for both stations. After a number of 
breaks OH0V goes first to sleep at 2244 UTC. SE5E takes some breaks, 
finally surrendering at 2356 for a 3,5 hour sleep. OH0V sleep period is 2244 
– 0302 UTC, a real four hour retirement.

The rates stay low, thus OH0V sleeps from 0336 – 0412 for a half hour nap. 
SE5E takes shorter five to ten minute breaks every now and then, trying to 
max out the QSO count while sleep deprivation affects operating.

OH0V sleeps again from 0500-0535 UTC. Meanwhile SE5E gets only 10 
QSOs.

The QSO rates rise with the Sun. 

Sunday morning
Next the competitors move upwards starting by stopping CQing on 80. OH0V
last QSO on 80 is at 0445 UTC where SE5E pushes until 0538.

The first 20m QSOs take place at 0546 for SE5E and 0541 for OH0V. 
Amazingly small difference. SE5E uses two radios non-stop.

20 m opens well for OH0V but SE5E is taking breaks until 0611 when SE5E 
joins running on 20 m. SE5E potentially lost some QSOs during this 30 
minute period 0541-0611.

SE5E did rest much less during the slowest hours, affecting performance in 
the later morning hours that could produce more contacts.

 
15 and 10 m 

First 15 m QSO is by OH0V at 0656 UTC and SE5E follows at 0715. A 20 
minute difference is not far away from sunrise difference as SE5E sunrise is 
later than OH0V sunrise.

OH0V moves to 10 m at 0708 UTC and SE5E follows 0730, the same about 
20 minute difference.



Lower 20m
CQing below 14175 is a trick only some know. SE5E goes to 14164 at 0850 
UTC, followed by OH0V at 0900 UTC. It is clear both stations have a planned 
schedule and execute their plans to max out the score.

Routine
The most important routine is to scan the bands while running in the later 
hours of the contest. SE5E scans occasionally ten and runs the other radio 
on 15 or 20. Ingo collects some very nice multipliers that OH0V misses. 

Moving the multipliers
A highlight for SE5E happens as A62A moves from 20 to give a multiplier on 
15. SE5E is alert even if he is very tired in the last hour of the contest.

Summary
SE5E did a wonderful operation at his smaller station, achieving 2nd place in 
SAC 2021 SSB. There are no weak points in his operating, compared to 
OH0V. The score difference comes only from hardware.

Were any secrets found? Not really. SE5E uses same kind of equipment as 
everyone competing with a 2 radio setup. 

The grounds for achieving 2nd place might come from the effort SE5E 
invested. Using two radios through the whole event and going far beyond 
typical contester’s station building attention to detail. Getting a C3 really 
function on two bands simultaneously is not a small piece of cake.

Congratulations Ingo.


